
Your IT-communication.
Our consulting.

Moving forward with a partner who understands what 
counts in your business.



Analysis
Cloud-Service, mobile working, 
All IP – modern technologies 
alone do not make for a commu-
nication strategy. However, with 
our analysis you’ll entirely profit 
from these IT solutions.

As your scout, we’ll show how you 
can connect your current compo-
nents and technologies in a future-
proof way to today´s modern 
world. This takes place based on 
extensive consultation and, if nee-
ded, joint workshops. The result is a 
requirements analysis which exact-
ly matches your needs.

Your scout                    
for a new form of 
communication

This is true for any telecommunications area:
It´s true for every area of telecommunication: a quick implementation of solutions 
only succeeds if the crucial questions have been posed, discussed and answered in 
advance. That´s why solid, extensive consulting is essential in any serious work. Our 
experts analyze the respective needs of each job and how they can be implemented. 
At the end of this process is a shared implementation strategy. “End”, however, does 
not imply the end of good consulting. In the fast-paced world of telecommunica-
tions, solutions can suddenly be outdated. In that case if desired, we are on the spot 
in time to, together with you, find new answers to the new questions.

These days, via data lines, modern IT-communication has to pro-
vide more and more performance for growing demands. We think 
outside the box and develop safe strategies for your business.

Consulting and workshops: 

Knowing how to 
move forward..

360 degree view of your 
communication structures



determining infra-
structure & needs, 
comparing offers…

...recognizing benefits 
and simplifying 
processes...

...providing safety & 
an overview

…determining cost 
effectiveness...

Concept
Well-planned, on the right 
track

You would like to improve your communi-
cation structures? Together, we will arrive 
at a strategy that will make your company 
future-proof in terms of telecommunica-
tions.
As your guide, together with you, we will draw 
up a roadmap with several stages, including re-
lated benefits and costs. We screen your exis-
ting structures and identify potential for impro-
vement and redundancies.

Recommendation
Continuous improvement

Your coach for future communication

Good, if one has a partner offering guidance and navigation to 
the desired result. 

As your guide, SH business COM shows you how you can position 
your company future-proof in terms of telecommunication. That´s 
just as important for small businesses as it is for large companies 
with their links to national and international partners.

Your guide for future-proof 
communication



>  100 >  30001994 Gegründet

Mitarbeiter/-innen KundenHerbolzheim
Karlsruhe
Köln

Deutschlandweites 
Vertriebsnetz

SH business COM
 think connected, work mobile.

Answers to all your questions about your 
telecommunication.

Our Team will be pleased to assist you:    

+49  7643 8006 0

The most important thing on this planet is not telecommunication – it is the planet 
itself! With the initiative “Steps for Green”, SH business COM regularly supports social institutions 
focusing on helping humans, animals, or the environment.

Branch         
Karlsruhe/Kronau
SH business COM GmbH

Am Breilingsweg 13 
76709 Kronau

Fon +49 7253 20987-0 
Fax +49 7253 20987-99

kronau@sh-business-com.de 
www.sh-business-com.de

Branch  
Cologne/Erftstadt
SH business COM GmbH

Markt 5 
50374 Erftstadt

Fon +49 2235 79407-0 
Fax +49 2235 79407-99

koeln@sh-business-com.de 
www.sh-business-com.de

Headquarter 
Herbolzheim
SH business COM GmbH

SH-Allee 1 
79336 Herbolzheim

Fon +49  7643 8006-0 
Fax +49 7643 8006-2300

info@sh-business-com.de 
www.sh-business-com.de
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Staff CustomersHerbolzheim
Karlsruhe
Cologne

Sales Network 
Germany-wide


